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Abstract. IP-based IMT Network Platform(IP2) is an ubiquitous platform
supporting mobility using two step IP address mode converting – IP host
address(IPha) and IP routing address(IPra) – in a backbone network. Mobile
Node(MN) in IP2 maintains its state as either active or dormant state, which is
transferred to active state through Paging process when communication is
required. In this paper, we proposed a Paging method using agent to resolve the
problem of the conventional Paging method which transmits the Paging
messages to all cells in Location Area(LA) resulting in the excessive use of
network resources. Performance evaluation of the proposed method using NS-2
showed that the usage of network resources becomes more efficient by reducing
Paging loads, especially under the condition of increased nodes.

1. Introduction
As all countries of the world are trying to construct ubiquitous infra, the present 3rd
generation network is ready to evolve into 4th generation network, in which IP is a
backbone network. Since the advent of ubiquitous age will bring about an explosive
increase of large multimedia traffics, ubiquitous networks should provide wideband
seamless mobility and stabilized services simultaneously. ITU-R has presented that
every telecommunication networks would be changed to IP based networks to
transmit large multimedia traffics with stability. [1]
NTT DoCoMo has suggested IP based IMT Network Platform (IP2) [2],[3] as the
next generation All-IP mobile network structure taking into account the increased
multimedia traffics and IP technologies. The basic structure of IP2 is categorized into
three classes, which are IP-Backbone(IP-BB), Network Control Platform(NCPF) and
Service Support Platform(SSPF) respectively. Among Mobility Management
functions of NCPF, Local Manager(LM) plays an important role to manage
information of all MN locations and enable the MN in Dormant state to change its
state to Active after conducting Paging process. During the Paging process, LM
makes flooding the Paging packets to every node in LA (Location Area) to which MN
is belong. At the moment, the overall network efficiency is significantly lowered to
process the Paging of one MN resulting in the waste of network resources. To resolve
*
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this problem, we suggest using an agent server for Paging. The agent server for
Paging will have the detailed information of MN location so that it mitigates the
waste of network resources by conducting selective Paging at the request of Paging.
In Chapter 2, the procedures of the conventional IP2 network Paging and the
proposed Paging mechanism with agent are described. The mobility of IP2 network is
described in Chapter 3 respectively. Paging Cost in IP2 network with agent server is
described in Chapter 4 and Network simulation results in Chapter 5 and conclusions
in Chapter 6 are presented.

2. Paging and Role of Agent Server in IP2 Network
IP-BB of IP2, which is a backbone network of ubiquitous network, has been designed
to support mobility. It uses two types of IP address - IPha and IPra - to support free
mobility of MN. IPha is used between MN and Access Router(AR) to identify MNs
within the cell of AR and IPra is used to transmit packets within IP-BB. Network
structure of IP-BB has imported the feature of cellular networks, which manage the
routing in combination with the area. MN in Dormant state is managed apart by LM
so that it is not needed to send signals updating the location information of MN
whenever it moves. Besides, there is no necessity for managing and keeping the
information of MN in Dormant state in Cache for Source Terminal(CST) and Cache
for Destination Terminal(CDT). As a result, the required network resources are
reduced. [4] Active state of MN, which includes the state of data transfer or standby,
can be changed to dormant state according to timeout value. Dormant is a suspending
state in its communication. These two states exchange themselves mutually. Figure 1
shows a state transition diagram. The arrow (1) indicates sending activation message
to AR from MN in Dormant state. The arrow (2) is the case that LM sends Paging
message to MN in dormant state. The arrow (3) is the case that MN receives timeexpiration message from AR. Paging means the procedures conducted by LM for state
transfer from Active state to dormant state.

Figure 1. State transition diagram

Figure 2. Regional Classes of Location Area
and Routing Area

LM manages the location information of all MNs within IP2 networks and changes
MN in Dormant state to Active state by Paging procedure. Besides, it identifies the
area, at which MN is located, as Location Area Address(LAA) and stores it in
Location Management Table. RM assigns IPra to active MN and manages the
information of routing addresses. AR changes IPha in the packets into IPra and
transmits the packets to the network. AR has CST, which stores IPha and IPra of

source MN, and CDT, which stores IPha and IPra of destination MN [5]. LM
manages the information of MN locations in terms of LA. And RM manages the
information of MN locations concerning with RA. Figure 2 shows the regional classes
of LA and RA.
Since there is no concept of dormant state in Mobile IP, the location information
should be updated every time MN moves even if there is no communication.
Consequently, the waste of power and network resources becomes significant [6]. In
IP2, however, the problem of wasting power and network resources are mitigated
because LM maintains a dormant state of MN. The new problem of using LM is that
the excessive use of network resources is caused when the state is changed from
Dormant to Active through the Paging procedure, by which the messages are flooding
to all MN within LA. To resolve this new problem, we proposed to use an agent
server for Paging. Since the agent server has more detailed information of MN
location than LM does, it can obtain the information of a specific path while the
Paging messages transmitted from LM pass through the agent server. As a result, only
AR and Base Station(BS), to which IPha of MN belongs, would be transmitted the
Paging packets and the network resource usage becomes more efficient.
Agent Table

Agent Server

Figure 3. Procedure of location registering

Figure 3 shows the procedure of registering detailed information of MN location
on an agent server. The location register is the procedure of registering MN’s new
location in case that MN joins a certain LA first or moves to other LA. In general, the
location registration is conducted during MN’s moving to other LA. The sequence of
the location register is as follows. 1) MN#1 in Dormant state detects its location has
changed. 2) MN#1 transmits a location registering message to BS3 of AR2. 3) AR2
transmits a location update message to LM. 4) Entry of MN#1 in the location
management table of LM is updated. 5) The location registering message sent by AR2
is transmitted to the agent server. 6) Entry of MN#1 in the agent table of the agent
server is updated. 7) The agent server transmits a location updating Ack to AR2. 8)
AR2 transmits Ack about the location registering message to MN#1. A location
registering procedure is finished in this way. Figure 4 shows the Paging procedure in

general IP2 networks without agent servers. It can be noticed that the resources are
being wasted since IPha#A is transmitting to every MN in LAA, to which IPha#A is
subjected, through AR1 and AR2. RM transmits a Paging trigger to LM. LM searches
for LAA of the requested IPha through making a search for IPha in its location
management table. 2) LM asks ARs in the area for Paging using LAA. 3) Each AR
starts Paging through AP which uses Layer 2 Paging signals. 4) MN#1 replies by
transmitting a Paging Ack. And then, MN conducts an activation procedure.

Figure 4. Paging Procedure in general IP2 network
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Figure 5. Paging procedure in IP2 network with agent server

Figure 5 shows the Paging procedure in IP2 network environment with agent server.
Since the agent server has the exact information of AR and BS, at which MN#1 is
placed, it is not needed to transmit Paging messages to full area of LAA.

Consequently, the efficiency of network resources usage can be significantly
improved comparing to the case of Figure 4. RM transmits a Paging trigger to LM.
LM searches LAA of the requested IPha by making a search for IPha(in figure 5,
IPha#A) in its location management table. 2) LM transmits the Paging trigger to agent
server. The agent server start searching procedure for the exact AR and BS within the
entry of IPha in its agent tables. As a result, the agent server finds that MN has the
IPha#A belong to AR4 and BS11. 3) The agent server asks AR4 for Paging using the
information found in agent table. 4) BS11 in AR4 starts Paging through AP which uses
Layer 2 Paging signals. 5) MN#1 replies by sending a Paging Ack. Then MN begins
the activation procedure.
Here is the figure 6 which shows the message flow diagram for location register in
IP2 network environment without agent server. When the mobile node MT#C enters to
the area of BS, MT#C receives advertising message from BS. Then location register
message for MT#C arrives to LM through AR and LM sends back ACK message to
MT#C notifying to be registered to LM. The lower part under a dotted line designates
the process for MT#M to send data packet to MT#C.
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The message flow in IP2 network (without agent server(left) / with agent server(right))

After AR receives the data packet for MT#M transmitting to MT#C, it finds some
IPra information about the destination of data packet at it’s own DST. After assuring
that AR does not have IPra for destination node, MT#C, it requests IPra for MT#C to
RM. The absence of IPra for MT#C causes Paging request to LM to find the exact
location of destination node, MT#C. After LM searches LA for IPha of destination
node, it floods Paging message to LA having MT#C. After MT#C receives this Paging
message, AR assigns new IPra to MT#C through Activation procedure and registers
new IPra to RM. At the next step, RM forwards IPra of MT#C to source AR which
MT#M is belonged. The data packets buffered at source AR are send to MT#C
following after substitution IPra for destination address of packets.
Figure 7 explains the message flow diagram for location register in IP2 network
environment with agent server. At the location register process, LM delivers message
for location information to agent server. In the course of Paging process, LM sends
Paging request message to agent server. In other words, the agent server acts for
Paging mechanism.

3. Mobility in IP2 network
In the scenario which is shown in Figure 8, there are three IP2 domains and MN#M
in IP2 domain 3 is going to transmit packets to MN#C in domain 1. MN#M is in
activation state and IPra is already allocated to AR and RM to which MN#M is
belonged. However, MN#C is in dormant state. Only its location information is
registered to LM, to which MN#C is belonged and IPra is not allocated to AR and RM.
Mobility management procedure is as follows.
Agent Table
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Figure 8. Mobility scenario of IP2 network with Agent Server

In case of 1), sender MN#M in IP2 domain 3 transmits the first packet for
communication to receiver MN#C in AR1 of IP2 domain 1. Then AR6 makes a search
for IPra corresponds to the destination IPha of MN#C in its CDT. Since IPha of
MN#C is not listed in the table directory, however, AR6 asks RM in MM3 for IPra
with regard to IPha of destination MN#C. If AR6 finds there is no IPra in RM in MM3
also, AR6 checks on if exists in its LM in Dormant state. If AR6 finds it doesn’t exist,
AR6 asks MMs in other domain for IPha information. After AR6 finds the IPra does
exist in MM1 of domain 1 in dormant state, Paging procedure is conducted in LM of
MM1. Then, LM asks agent servers to conduct Paging to the location where MN#C is
located. Through the Paging procedure, MN#C conducts activation procedure and
AR1 allocates IPra and registers it to RM of MM2. This IPra information is
transmitted to AR6 in IP2 domain 3. Then, IPra in CDT of AR6 is updated and the
packet changes its destination address into IPra and is transmitted to the destination.
In case of 2), MN#C, which is communicating with MN#M, moves from LAA:a to
LAA:b region. During this stage, the location register procedure should be conducted
because the handover is a guarantee to mobility. Through the location register
procedure, LM, a location information of MN#C in agent servers and the information
of CDT in AR, at which every communicating MN is located, are updated. The
situation of 3) is that MN#C is moving within LAA:b region, allocated new IPra from
AR and registers it to RM. Then, RM updates CDT information of AR, at which all
MN communicating with MN#C is located. Lastly the case of 4) is that MN#C moves

from domain 1 to domain 2. MN#C conducts a location register procedure and
registers its IPha to LM of MM3. The location information of MN#C is deleted in LM
and RM of MM1. Then, IPra is allocated to AR4 and RM of MM2 CDT information of
AR4, at which all MNs communicating with MN#C are located, is updated.

4. Paging Cost in IP2 network with agent server
In IP2 ubiquitous back-bone network, we can apply Blanket paging scheme to
evaluate Paging cost. his scheme is to send Paging message to all the cell which
belongs to Location Area. With all making a delivery of Paging message to all cell
cause big traffic load, it has predominant the advantage of prompt response. The main
purpose of considering IP2 network as a lot of Paging area is to reduce network traffic
as well as to improve network performance This Paging mechanism is called
sequential paging scheme. The main concept proposed in this paper is to transmit
Paging signal to MN more accurately by using Agent server. Measuring cost of
sequential paging scheme is the derivative following equation.

t
C =L +~ : D

(1)

t and ~ mean total paging cost, cost of paging load,
In this equation, C, L, D
paging delay cost and delay factor. Added to this, L has significant meaning for the
total summation of traffic loads in all cells till Paging success. When we concluded a
little earlier that there is the total cost of traffic loads in all cells till Paging success,
this was equivalent to saying that this total cost (for L) has the meaning of Paging
failure to success to find the location of a lost MN in a sense. Of course, Paging
t . When we
delays arising from Paging failure are extended to cover the notion of D
apply the equation (1) to Blanket paging scheme, L is the traffic load for all cells of
LA and D becomes insignificant. While there can be no doubt that L and D are
insignificant as agent allows LM to know MN’s true positions, there must be
considerable doubt that there are any errors in case of using Agent server. The last
location of MN is stored at agent when MN is deactivated and the location of MN is
not be updated until only at certain points, such as when MN is activated. However,
We can not find MN once MN moves to any other area(LA) in this situation. The
Blanket paging scheme is used to search for the lost MN at this point of time.
Let Cblanket be a Blanket paging cost and Cagent Paging cost with agent server. We
can express the Paging cost in the form of equation (2).

C agent = b : C blanket

(2)

Notice in this case that b is probability for MN to move another area after
deactivation. There are 2 states for MN and if Ph is the probability to move from this
cell to neighbor cell, b is defined as expression (3). Also we can obtain the
following equation (4) for Ph. [9]
b = 1 : ph
2

(3)
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Therefore Cagent is specified as follows (5).
-a
a) a
C proxy = 1 : f1 - e (1 -2 :
2
2a

+3

a

# ex

-x

dx p : Cblanket

(5)

5. Simulation
For the performance analysis of the proposed agent server, which aims to more
efficient Paging in IP2 environment, we have conducted a series of simulation using
NS-2 (Network Simulator 2). There is no conventional package perfectly supporting
IP2 environment in NS-2. CIMS(Columbia IP Micro-Mobility Suite), which is a NS-2
extension, supports micro mobility-related Cellular IP, Hawaii, Hierarchical Mobile
IP [10]. Among these three packages, Cellular IP has some features of IP2. In this
package, IP is used to discriminate hosts and MN has active / dormant state. Besides,
MN has features supporting the location management and Paging functions.

Figure 9. Topology graph of the simulation model

In this paper, we have added LM of MM in IP2 and implemented the proposed
agent server and a Paging mechanism of IP2. For comparison and verification of
Paging loads, we have configured an environment with variable size of LA and
variable number of MNs. Each LA has four BS and there are two LAs (eight BSs) in
the configured topology. Figure 9 shows the topology graph of the simulation model.
As shown in Figure 10, the proposed Paging technique with agent servers has
presented more decreased Paging loads comparing to conventional Paging technique.
Table 1 shows exact quantitative values and performance improvement ratio
corresponding to various Paging intervals. When mobility is increased (=an increased
Paging interval), the performance improvement ratio has remarkably improved to
43.57 %. This value is almost double comparing to the case of single LA with 2 BS.
Figure 11 shows the Paging loads in case that the number of MNs are increased by
four-fold. Table 2 shows quantitative indices of Figure 8 with regards to various
Paging intervals. When mobility is increased, the performance improvement rate rises
up to 42.26 % comparing to the case of conventional Paging. Comparing with the
case of 2 MN, the rate is 3~6 %. Table 3 shows the performance improvement rates in
case that the number of BS and MN is fixed.

Figure 10. Paging Load (BS:8, MN:2)
Table 1. Paging Load (BS:8, MN:2)
Interval (ms)
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Figure 11. Paging Load (BS:8, MN:8)
Table 2. Paging Load (BS:8, MN:8)
Interval (ms)

20

Legacy (#of Paging) 1,591 1,903 2,423 3,372 6,336
Agent (#of Paging) 1,021 1,198 1,469 1,980 3,576
Performance
improvement ratio(%) 35.83 37.05 39.38 41.29 43.57
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20

Normal (#of Paging) 4,205 5,115 6,659 9,527 18,446
Agent (#of Paging)
2,465 2,951 3,777 5,317 10,098
Performance
improvement ratio(%) 41.38 42.31 43.28 44.2 45.26

Table 3. Paging Load
Interval (ms)
BS:8-MN:8
BS:8-MN:2
BS:4-MN:8
BS:4-MN:2

100

80

60

40

20

41.38
35.83
18.87
19.38

42.31
37.05
19.53
20.27

43.28
39.38
20.14
20.72

44.2
41.29
20.69
21.18

45.26
43.57
19.86
21.68

Simulation results shows that the performance of the proposed technique increases
as the area of LA becomes larger, as the number of BS increases and as the number of
MN increases. The maximum improvement rate was 45 %. Since the area of LA and
the MN node number is on an increasing trend in real world backbone networks, the
proposed method is expected to be more effective one, especially in the next
generation network environment, in which the number of ubiquitous terminals would
be increased rapidly.

6. Conclusion
As a 4G (Generation) network architecture, IP2 is the architecture which is based on a
new concept and proposed to cope with large multimedia traffics generated by mobile
communications in the near future. MN in IP2 has either dormant or active state.
Dormant state is a suspended state of communication and the state has to be changed
into active state through Paging procedures for restarting communications. During
this Paging procedure, signaling messages have to be transmitted to all terminals
within LA. Consequently, sharing resources of network is used excessively since
many MNs shall ask communication during dormant state or handover between LA.
To mitigate this shortcoming of the Paging feature of LM in IP2, a scheme of using

agent servers is proposed in this paper. Since the agent servers for Paging procedures
are keeping the information of detailed location of MN, the Paging message can be
transmitted to the exact location of LA in case of a Paging request from LM.
Consequently, the sharing resources of the network can be used efficiently. NS-2
simulation results for the performance evaluation of the proposed technique have
shown that the Paging efficiency can be improved by up to 45 %. Since the proposed
technique does not support any registration procedure according to handover in case
that dormant MN moves to other LA, however, additional supplement of this feature
is needed.
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